Revised Assessment and Overall Grades

To relieve pressure, the weight of the third test and the final was halved; then everything was scaled up so that came to 100% again.

Changes were also made in the administration:
- quizzes are moved to Canvas due each class day. Solutions will be posted to the website.
- the Final will be a take-home / term-paper style.
- the 3rd test will be administered on Canvas.

Revised calculation of $W$:
Let $W$ be the weighted average as follows:
- Tests 1 & 2: 24%
- Test 3: 6%
- Quizzes 1 thru 8 (drop one): 10%
- Canvas quizzes: 5%
- Three programming assignments: 17% total
- One group written assignment: 5%
- Lab grade (drop one): 17%
- Final exam: 16%

Let $P$ be the highest programming assignment.
Your overall score remains the smaller of $W$ and $P$. 